To submit applications please see the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) below. If you have further questions, contact your NRA/NOSC Command Career Counselor or email the CNRFC N121 Reserve Assignment Team at cnrfc_enlisted_assignments@navy.mil.

Selected Reserve (SELRES) CMS-ID FAQs

1. **Question:** When should I submit my request for a Projected Rotation Date (PRD) extension?

   **Answer:** Request a PRD adjustment at least 7-9 months prior to your PRD. CMS-ID will populate a PRD extension option when you are within your window.

2. **Question:** How can I check the status of a PRD modification?

   **Answer:** Reserve Career Counselors can check the status of PRD requests in CMS-ID.

3. **Question:** Why should I submit multiple CMS-ID applications while in my assignment application window?

   **Answer:** More applications increase your chances of being selected for an eligible assignment. Active communication to the Reserve Assignment Coordinators (RACs) should be pursued through Sailor and Command Comments in CMS-ID.

4. **Question:** How do I communicate my desire for a particular billet?

   **Answer:** Active communication to the Reserve Assignment Coordinators (RACs) should be pursued through Sailor and Command Comments in CMS-ID. This forum allows commands and RACs to learn additional information about a Sailor and his/her qualifications.

5. **Question:** What factors should I consider when submitting applications?

   **Answer:** You should have realistic expectations when selecting billets in CMS-ID. Apply for career enhancing jobs instead of focusing solely on location. Sailors should not contact CNRFC N121 directly; instead, they should contact their NRA/NOSC or Unit Career Counselor for options/factors that could influence assignment selection.

6. **Question:** Is there a limit on how many applications I can submit?

   **Answer:** Yes, you can submit up to seven applications each cycle.
7. **Question:** Who can I contact if I’m unable to submit applications on my own?

**Answer:** If you experience an error or see a CMS-ID system flag that prevents you from submitting applications, then contact your NRA/NOSC or Unit Career Counselor for assistance.

8. **Question:** How will I be notified of the status of my application(s)?

**Answer:** You will receive a system-generated notification sent to your email address in CMS-ID stating the status of your pending applications. Make sure your profile is up to date in CMS-ID with your current email address, so you can receive notifications.

9. **Question:** How can I change my NRA if I relocate?

**Answer:** Contact your NOSC/NRA Command Career Counselor and request a TRUC change be submitted on your behalf in CMS-ID. Make sure you update your address in the Navy Standard Integrated Personnel System (NSIPS) to the new location prior to submitting the request.

10. **Question:** Why can't I see my most recent applications in CMS-ID?

**Answer:** Sailors cannot view application history or status when selections are being made by Reserve Assignment Coordinators (RACs). Once the quarterly assignment cycle has officially closed and CMS-ID is in the next application phase, the Sailors will be able to view their applications and status from the previous cycle under the Application History tab.

For further questions, please contact your NRA/NOSC Command Career Counselor or email the CNRFC N121 Reserve Assignment Team at cnrfc_enlisted_assignments@navy.mil.

Thank you.